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COMPACTO® driver seats for  
small and compact tractors.

Compact dimensions, 
top comfort.



We have developed the versatile COMPACTO® series especially for small vehicles such as vineyard or 
municipal tractors. These exceptionally compact retrofit seats bring custom ergonomics and functionality 
to a vehicle class that has little space for high seating comfort. With anatomically optimized seat cushions, 
different cushion widths, two types of suspension, individual weight adjustment and many other details,  
the COMPACTO® models offer outstanding comfort in the compact class.

A comfortable driver seat is not a superfluous luxury but a valuable investment in the driver’s performance, 
safety and health. With this conviction and our awareness of what you as a farmer must accomplish every day, 
we at GRAMMER always care for your back when it comes to state-of-the-art driver seats.

COMPACTO® brings top 
comfort to small tractors.

SEATING COMFORT  
TO OPTIMIZE WORK  
PERFORMANCE.

The COMPACTO® highlights for  
fatigue-free and healthy sitting

•  Highly responsive suspension with generous  
stroke of up to 80 mm*

•  Fore/aft isolator to reduce vibrations**
•  Easily adjustable weight and height setting
•  Anatomically optimized shape
•  Individually adjustable lumbar support
•  Height-adjustable back extensions available  

as optional extras
•  Climate channels for better air circulation for  

the back, buttocks and thighs

** 60 mm for COMPACTO® BASIC XS and XM

** COMPACTO® COMFORT W
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COMPACTO® driver seats are available in two types: the COMPACTO® COMFORT with pneumatic 
suspension and the COMPACTO® BASIC with mechanical suspension. With their sophisticated 
features, the robust GRAMMER driver seats guarantee fatigue-free work even after many hours  
of work. With their different widths and optional extras, you can tailor the COMPACTO® model  
of your choice to suit your vehicle.

2 types. 8 models.
1,000 possibilities.
The highlights of the COMPACTO® driver seats.

GRAMMER long-life quality
The COMPACTO® suspension systems have been 
extensively tested in practice and are designed  
for many years of hard continuous use.

More air for rough terrain
The comfortable pneumatic suspension fitted to  
the COMPACTO® COMFORT models feature a generous 
suspension stroke of 80 mm, enabling back-friendly 
work in rough terrains.

Customized comfort
Cushion widths of 400 to 480 mm and  
optional armrests ensure that the seat can  
be optimally adapted to the cabin width and 
individual comfort requirements.
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With built-in  
back support
The mechanical lumbar support  
is infinitely adjustable, providing 
optimum support for the lower back.

For fatigue-free work
The anatomically shaped seat and back padding provides 
climate channels for improved air circulation for the back, 
buttocks and thighs, thus preventing heat stress.

Smooth ride
The fore/aft isolator minimizes 
vibrations when you’re driving 
quickly, using additional equip ment 
or trailers or driving on difficult 
terrain (standard on COMPACTO® 

COMFORT W, optional on COMFORT 
M, S and BASIC W, M, S).

Built to last
Durable padding and seat covers  
ensure many years of enjoyment  
of your COMPACTO®.

Simply adaptable
The infinitely variable height and weight adjust-
ment allows you to optimally adapt the seat to 
your individual anatomy. (COMPACTO® COMFORT 
models).



Pneumatic 
suspension 

Pneumatic 
suspension 

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Manual 
weight 

adjustment 

Manual 
weight 

adjustment 

COMPACTO® COMFORT M COMPACTO® COMFORT SCOMPACTO® COMFORT W 

Cushion width of 
480 mm

Cushion width of 
450 mm

Cushion width of 
400 mm

Sit like a king.  
Work like a pro.
COMPACTO® COMFORT 
with pneumatic suspension.
Thanks to their pneumatic suspension, the COMPACTO® COMFORT models offer clearly noticeable  
benefits for fatigue-free work and healthy sitting in compact vehicles. The COMPACTO® COMFORT W  
also features a fore/aft isolator, which reduces vibrations effectively in the direction of travel, improving 
comfort appreciably.

The outstanding seating comfort of these driver seats is additionally enhanced by a high level of operating 
convenience. The COMPACTO® COMFORT is infinitely height-adjustable and air-assisted and can be 
optimized effortlessly to meet your specific needs. The pneumatic suspension comes with combined 
weight and height adjustment. An easy-to-read indicator ensures that the remaining suspension stroke 
always has sufficient reserves regardless of your weight.

Your COMPACTO® COMFORT is available in different seat tops, cushion widths and extra features,  
so you can match it perfectly to your vehicle – no matter how small or narrow its cabin is.
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Pneumatic 
suspension 

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Manual 
weight 

adjustment 

Fore/aft  
isolator
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THE FEATURES OF THE COMPACTO® COMFORT  
DRIVER SEATS AT A GLANCE
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 Standard Features  Optional Features Subject to technical changes

 

COMPACTO® Series
COMPACTO®  
COMFORT W

COMPACTO®   
COMFORT M

COMPACTO®   
COMFORT S

Article no. with fabric 1288538 1289045 1289043

Article no. for imitation leather 1047335 1081366 1081368

Suspension

Pneumatic suspension with 12 V compressor • • •

Suspension stroke

80 mm • • •

Weight and height adjustment

Manual, 50–130 kg • • •

60 mm, infinite (air-assisted) • • •

Fore/aft adjustment 210 mm • • •

Fore/aft isolator •

Lumbar support

Mechanical • • •

Adjustable backrest angle • • •

Seat cushion width 480 mm 450 mm 400 mm

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Armrests

65 x 270 mm

Safety belt system

Backrest extension

Integrated

Seat heating

Operator presence switch



Ergonomically shaped.  
Built to last.
Thought out in every detail.
COMPACTO® BASIC
with mechanical suspension.
The COMPACTO® BASIC models feature mechanical suspension but adapt just as individually to your comfort 
requirements as the COMFORT versions. Three different seat heights can be set via an easy-to-turn knob. 
While sitting, the user then operates a lever at the front to align the seat’s weight with the selected height  
in an easy-to-read display. This ensures that your COMPACTO® BASIC always provides you with sufficient 
suspension stroke.

COMPACTO® BASIC W COMPACTO® BASIC M COMPACTO® BASIC S

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Mechanical 
lumbar 
support

Mechanical 
weight 

adjustment

Mechanical 
weight 

adjustment

Mechanical 
weight 

adjustment

Mechanical 
suspension

Mechanical 
suspension

Mechanical 
suspension

Cushion width of 
480 mm

Cushion width of 
450 mm

Cushion width of 
400 mm
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The ultra-compact BASIC XM and XS  
models introduce suspension-based 
GRAMMER seating comfort to even the  
very smallest cabs for the first time.  
With a suspension stroke of 60 mm  
and a height limiter, they can be used  
in tractors to which previously only  
non-suspended seats were available.  
Like all COMPACTO® driver seats, these  
two models also come with individual 
weight and height adjustment.

COMPACTO® BASIC Modell XM COMPACTO® BASIC Modell XS

Mechanical 
weight 

adjustment

Mechanical 
weight 

adjustment

Mechanical 
suspension

Mechanical 
suspension

THE FEATURES OF THE COMPACTO® BASIC  
DRIVER SEATS AT A GLANCE

 Standard Features  Optional Features Subject to technical changes
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Cushion width of 
420 mm

Cushion width of 
450 mm

 

COMPACTO® Series
COMPACTO®  

BASIC W
COMPACTO®  

BASIC M
COMPACTO®  

BASIC S
COMPACTO®  

BASIC XM
COMPACTO®  

BASIC XS

Article no. with fabric 1288537 1289044 1289042
Article no. for imitation leather 1047331 1081362 1081364 1341911 1333859
Suspension

Mechanical suspension • • • • •

Suspension stroke
60 mm • •

80 mm • • •

Weight adjustment
Manual, 50–130 kg • • • • •

Height adjustment
60 mm, 3-step (mechanical) • • •

Height limiter • •

Fore/aft adjustment 210 mm • • • • •

Fore/aft isolator
Lumbar support

Mechanical • • •

Adjustable backrest angle • • •

Seat cushion width 480 mm 450 mm 400 mm 450 mm 420 mm

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Armrests

65 x 270 mm

Safety belt system
Backrest extension

Static
Integrated

Seat heating
Operator presence switch •



With COMPACTO®, it’s not just 
the inner values that count. 
But everything else as well.
Your new COMPACTO® features many good ideas, innovative solutions and solid technology. Our more than  
65 years of experience in the development and production of driver seats for commercial vehicles combined 
with excellent OEM quality have made us a market and innovation leader as well as a preferred original equip-
ment supplier to the automotive industry. Yet, we are also uncompromising when it comes to service for your 
new GRAMMER seat. This makes up the high added value of GRAMMER solutions.
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Via our authorized and qualified 
sales partners as well as special-
ized retail outlets, we ensure that 
your high demands with respect  
to service and advice are fulfilled.

GRAMMER seats can be retrofitted 
with little effort, allowing you to 
upgrade your vehicle quickly and 
simply with modern and functional 
seating comfort.

GRAMMER seats are designed  
for high durability. Likewise, you 
can count on lasting supplies of 
accessories and spare parts.

THE GRAMMER ADDED VALUE ADVANTAGE

Together with our sales part- 
ners, we have a global presence. 
In this way we can guarantee 
swift availability of our products 
and spare parts.

GRAMMER seats set standards  
in ergonomics and comfort.  
We invest heavily in research  
and development to maintain  
driver health and enable fatigue-
free work.

Our goal is to be the innovation 
leader in vehicle seats. Thus, we 
are constantly seeking new pio-
neering solutions to additionally 
improve the design, ergonomics, 
functionality and quality of our 
products.

Authorized 
Distributor
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GRAMMER AG
Grammer-Allee 2
92289 Ursensollen, Germany

grammer.com

Learn more about 

GRAMMER COMPACTO® 

retrofit seats.

grammer.com

GRAMMER COMPACTO® driver seats are available for a wide range  
of tractor models. Your GRAMMER sales partner will be happy to show 
you the retrofit seats suitable for your vehicle.

ENHANCE YOUR SEATING COMFORT.


